DEAR
READERS

A LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

Dear Readers,
Following over twenty years of tradition, we are proud to publish the February 2016 issue of
the Carolina Review, the Left’s Obsession with Race. In this issue, we will delve into the modern
American left’s absolute obsession with dividing the nation along racial lines. We will examine
how this insidious relationship between modern race baiters (for lack of a better term) and the
Democratic Party came to be, how it negatively affects America today, and how the conservative
movement holds the solutions to the problems the left sows.
Inside these pages, you will hear from Associate Editor Alec Dent discussing why the #OscarsSoWhite movement is nonsense, from Nathan Cole on the reason why Black history month
is illogical, from Jake Riggs on the scourge of affirmitive action, from Managing Editor Jackson
Valentine on Chancellor Folt’s extreme liberal agenda, and from Editor-in-Chief Frank Pray on a
case study of the left’s obsession with race, just to name a few. In addition, you will read the first
installment of our recurring feature, A Carolina Conservative Takes Europe, written by our very
own Ana Gabriela Delgado as she studies abroad in Berlin, Germany.
It is our goal in this issue to provide our readers with a brief and informative look into the
modern left’s industry of racial politics, and the conservative movement’s practical solutions to
thwart the left’s efforts to divide us. We hope that you enjoy reading this issue of the Review, and
leave with the fire of liberty burning brightly in your soul.

Lux et Libertas,

CONTACT US

Francis C. Pray, III
Editor-in-Chief
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Donations & Subscriptions
To become a subscriber to Carolina Review, give a gift, or
change your subscription address, contact us at carolinareviewonline@gmail.com
Address
Carolina Review
282 Frank Porter Graham Student Union
UNC-CH Campus Box 5210
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-5210
Letters to the Editor
Carolina Review welcomes your comments, criticisms, and
suggestions. Letters to the Editor should be submitted via email
to carolinareviewonline@gmail.com or mailed to our perma-
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nent address. Carolina Review reserves the right to edit letters
for length, clarity, and vulgarity. Please keep letters to the
editor below 300 words. Not all letters will be printed. Include
your name, year in school, major, and hometown. Professors
should include their department.
Join the Staff
Carolina Review always needs new writers, photographers,
and layout personnel. Please contact Carolina Review at carolinareviewonline@gmail.com to find out more about our next
staff meeting and how you can become a part of the Review.
The Review is currently looking for Staff Writers and visual
media associates.
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CHEERS
JEERS
AND

The Carolina Review Editorial Board would like to extend a warm welcome and a cheer to our
two newest Editors. Paige Roberts has joined us as our new Layout and Copy Editor and Hayden
Vick has joined us as our new Online Editor. We are excited to see what they will accomplish!
We would like extend a cheer to our newest staff writers: McCain Kerr, Luke Cullifer, Danielle
Alder, Will Rierson, and Elizabeth Ray. We cannot wait to bring their writing to our readers!
We would like to jeer Chancellor Folt. The mere fact that you indulge the childish tantrums of
the Real Silent Sam Coalition is beneath the dignity of the office of the Chancellor. Boo on you.
We would like to also jeer the Real Silent Sam Coalition. Your organization has done more
to spread division and hatred than any other force at Carolina in the last seventy years. Your
consistent hatred of freedom of speech is un-American and worthy of derision. When you are
ready to grow up and hear ideas that make you uncomfortable, perhaps you will be worthy of
attending a liberal arts university of this institution’s magnitude. Boo on you.
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IN MEMORIAM
JUSTICE ANTONIN SCALIA

“More important than your obligation to follow your conscience, or at
least prior to it, is your obligation to form your conscience correctly.”
“If you’re going to be a good and faithful judge, you have to resign
yourself to the fact that you’re not always going to like the conclusions
you reach. If you like them all the time, you’re probably doing something wrong.”
-- Justice Antonin Scalia
Senior Associate Justice Antonin Scalia was one of the finest Jurists and
conservative legal minds in the history of our great nation. The Supreme Court and nation as a whole have lost one of the greatest patriots
to ever sit on the bench. The Carolina Review extends its most sincere
condolences to Justice Scalia’s wife, his nine children, his thirty-five
grandchildren, and his pal, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. ‘Nino,’ you
may be gone, but your legacy of protecting liberty will live on forever.
IN MEMORIAM
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Carol Folt Revisited
Jackson Valentine
Sophomore
Music Performance, Political
Science
Nashville, NC
jvalent@live.unc.edu

W

hen Carol Folt became
the Chancellor of our
university in October of 2013,
I penned my first article for the
Carolina Review. I was but a wee
lad, aimlessly walking around
Chapel Hill, trying to find a tideto-go stick that would fit in my
pocket protector. I could have
done what most freshmen would
have done in this situation and
chosen to write an article about
friendship, or how scared I was
of college. However, being the
excited newbie that I was, I chose
to call out our then-new Chancellor on her past misconducts at
Dartmouth, and explained that
the liberal agenda she put on a
pedestal for the world to see at
her previous job would rear its
ugly head at UNC. Though I had
hoped to be wrong about Folt,
she has proved me right time and
time again.
Between her pleasant threeminute welcome back to
campus videos that about ten
people watch, she has exhibited
a pattern of contempt for the
conservative movement at UNC
and unapologetically pushed for
a more liberal Carolina. Folt has
also provoked and encouraged
the most radical black student
groups on campus, including the
Black Lives Matter movement
and the Real Silent Sam Coalition. Ever since Carol Folt and
I arrived in Chapel Hill, she has
proven herself to be exactly what
I thought she would be.
6
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Three Years Later, My Predictions
Have Come to Pass

For those of you who were
not readers of the Carolina
Review in October of 2013, I’ll
summarize briefly what I wrote
about in that issue. Basically,
it was Carol Folt’s first month
as Chancellor, and I wanted to
bring to light some of her actions as Interim Chancellor of
Dartmouth University, where
she served for about a year and a
half. The main issue during her
time in office was her response to
a protest that occurred during one
of Dartmouth’s freshman orientation meetings. The protest (which
was about Dartmouth’s “rape
culture problem”) sparked hateful language between students on
anonymous social media websites. Carol Folt decided that the
best way to respond to the situation would be to cancel classes
the next day, and have “diversity
and inclusion training” for both
students and faculty. Even though
she said that her entire faculty
supported her in the decision,
information was released that
proved she actually didn’t even
consult the heads of most departments at all, but instead chose
to stick mainly where she felt at
home (heads of the gender studies department and administrators).
If you want to read more
about this, look up the article in our archive at Carolinareviewonline.org (“The Side of
Chancellor Folt they Don’t Want
You to Hear About”.)

Fast-forward to today, and
you see more of the same going on at UNC. Folt gives validation to all groups and protests,
just like she gave validation to
the protestors at Dartmouth. A
great example of this is the infamous “Town Hall on Race Relations,” where some group always
brings in a liberal journalist to
lead a discussion on race relations at UNC. As expected, the
first one was interrupted by The
Real Silent Sam Coalition, who
then proceeded to read a list of
fifty outlandish demands to the
university. If you want to learn
more about this event, read the
Carolina Review’s response to
the event on our daily blog.

What’s really important here
is how Chancellor Folt gave
validation to this group and their
demands. Folt said that the town
hall “gave me some good ideas
and direction” when it came to
creating policies for the University. A radical group whose demands include allowing homeless
people to sleep on our campus
has given “good ideas and direction” to the Chancellor of our
school, and our immediate acceptance is assumed because we’re
typical twenty-first century college students: we love everyone
and everything, and don’t want to
hurt anyone’s feelings.
Staying true to her word,
Chancellor Folt took The
Real Silent Sam Coalition’s
suggestions to heart and sent an
email to all students at the beginning of the spring semester detailing her plan to “improve race
relations” on campus. Here are a
few excerpts from the email, followed by a translation:
University leaders, including
the Board of Trustees, deans,
and members of my cabinet, will
convene this winter for education
training and dialogue about structural racism and racial bias, how
they may persist in our society
and on our campus, and what part
we can play in alleviating them.
UNC administrators have
officially bought into the
fallacy of structural racism and
white privilege, and they will
now learn how they can explain
to others why they are racist too.
Thrive@Carolina, the University-wide effort to foster success
and degree completion for all
students, has secured endorsements from Faculty Council, our
schools and colleges, and numerous other organizations, including the Carolina American Indian
Caucus, the Carolina Black Caucus, and the Carolina Latino/a
Caucus. This important initiative
is already making a difference
in the success of our minority
students and we will be reporting

more actively on our progress in
the coming months.
“It’s really important here at
UNC that minorities succeed
more than others, because in the
end, it’s the color of your skin,
not the content of your character,
that you should be judged on”
We are currently working
to deliver a concrete plan in
February for a dedicated space
for black students to gather and
meet as a community.
This is a personal favorite of
mine, because this statement
makes it so glaringly obvious
what Carol Folt is doing here.
If she is saying that she wants a
place where only black people
can meet, would that imply that
white people are not allowed
to meet there? Meaning that
in order to comply with all the
rules, one could theoretically put
a “blacks only” sign on the door,
or maybe even a “whites not allowed” sign. If that doesn’t bring
back some painful memories of
the past, then I don’t know what
does.

idea that Chancellor Folt really
could care less about an intellectual discussion on campus issues,
so long as her liberal agenda
prevails.
I am not keen on saying I
told you so, especially in
situations where I hoped I would
be wrong, so I’ll let you answer
the question in the subhead of
this article. Based on the facts
that are before us, do you believe
Chancellor Folt has acted without bias and with fairness to all
students? Has Chancellor Folt
represented ALL students at this
university, not just the ones who
agree with her? Has Chancellor
Folt used logic and reason to put
together policies for our school,
or is there something else driving
her to do the things she does? CR

Again, we see a pattern of
appeasement and validation
from our Chancellor. She bends
over backwards to legitimize
radical liberal ideologies - she
did it at Dartmouth, and she’s
doing it here. “It’s a part of the
Carolina Way,” Leftist students
and administrators say, or “it’s
part of who we are as a Tar Heel
family.” I suppose conservatives
don’t really fall into that Tar Heel
family though, considering The
Carolina Review, The College
Republicans, Christians United
for Israel, The Tar Heel Rifle and
Pistol Club, and Carolina Students for Life were not invited
to Chancellor Folt’s “Diversity
Day Dinner.” I need not expand
on this event further, because our
Editor-in-Chief Frank Pray wrote
about it extensively. I will only
say that this clear lack of respect
towards right-leaning student
groups underscores the whole
FEATURED ARTICLE
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The Victimization Must End
HAYDEN VICK
Sophomore
Peace, War, & Defense
Wake Forest, NC
haydenv@live.unc.edu

Self-Victimization is Killing The
American Dream

DISCLAIMER: This article will
in no way attempt to illustrate the oppression faced in the past, present, or
future by racial minorities. Rather, its
purpose is to portray the true potential of all races, in undoing the selfimposed shackles of victimization.
Victimization is nothing more than a
parasite on society, and we all would
be much better off without it.
Lately, on outlets such as Facebook
and other forms of social media, I’ve
noticed an especially large amount of
variations of the following statement:
“No one knows what I go through as
a person of color.” To be sure, the oppression of African Americans and
other minorities in this country is an
extremely prevalent reality. Racism
continues to be a disgusting aspect of
America, and while this is undoubtedly a sad reality, it is a reality nonetheless. Even after upwards of fifty years
since the Civil Rights Movement,
America still is not where it could be
in regards to racial acceptance.
The aforementioned quote, and
variations of it, are therefore inarguable; there is no question to its truthfulness, and even if one did question
this, who is qualified to tell another
person about their own experiences?
Everyone has their own perceptions
and perspectives on different situations, and no one has the authority to
diminish that. However, with that in
mind, what, then, is the point of making comments such as these? What
does it accomplish, other than establishing oneself as a victim? Comments such as these have created the
terrible institution of victimization, an
institution that inhibits opportunities
for all races in society to truly come
8
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together for a common goal. Victimization, in other words, is simply
holding us all back.
At this point in history, if racial equity is not deemed favorable by Americans everywhere, those who oppose
it are not only ignorant, they’re just
behind the times. That said, everything that holds society back from
reaching that goal at full capacity
must be demolished. Victimization
is one of these constraints. If comments and mindsets that promote racial victimization were simply done
away with, we, as a diverse society,
could finally move forward, working
together to make America a more accepting, open-minded place.
My proposal is a simple one: to end
the expression of racial victimization
so that society can finally move forward together. There is no doubt that
oppression has taken place in the past
and continues to plague various racial

groups today, which is all the more reason to do everything we can to make
this life better for everyone, no matter
what. Unity is necessary for change.
Change is obviously needed for this
country, but it won’t be achieved unless we eliminate the ‘victim’ mindset
and end the commendation and praise
that comes with this label. Undo the
heavy, self-imposed shackles of victimization, and unleash the full potential of the American Dream for every
American, regardless of color. CR.

Oscar Grouches
ALEC DENT
Freshman
Journalism
Lumberton, NC
alecmdent@gmail.com

Later this month, millions of people will perform the annual ritual of
tuning in to the Academy Awards to
see whether Leonardo DiCaprio will
remain Oscar-less, to see which obscure film they didn’t watch won Best
Picture, and mute the festivities when
it comes time for all those other categories no one actually cares about.
(Can anyone actually name last year’s
Best Sound Mixing winner? Or any
year’s Best Sound Mixing winner?)
This year however, the prestigious
awards show is facing a boycott
over the lack of African-American
nominees in the major categories,
spawning a Twitter movement called
#OscarsSoWhite. A few AfricanAmerican celebrities have already
said they will skip the ceremony,
including Jada Pinkett Smith, her
husband Will Smith, and Spike Lee.
However, given the incredible subjectivity of the awards, it seems as
though taste rather than race is to
blame for the lack of African-American nominees.
The Academy is split into various categories: actors, writers, editors, etc. These individuals select the
Oscar nominees for their respective
category. The voting process begins
with every person writing down their
top five personal choices (top ten for
Best Picture). Considering the large
number of potential nominees for the
Oscars and the fact that there are five
or ten final, only a small plurality of
votes is required to be nominated.
Similarly, only a small plurality may
be required to become the winner
in the final round. Quite frequently,
people are shocked by the films and
actors that aren’t nominated and by
eventual victors.

#OscarsSoSubjective

If you need proof of the subjectivity of the Academy Awards, consider
this: Nicolas Cage won an Oscar. The
man with movies like Ghost Rider,
The Wicker Man, and Knowing on
his résumé received the Best Actor
award, while Cary Grant, widely considered as one of the greatest actors
of all time, never won a competitive
Oscar.
Some have tried to argue that race
is part of the subjectivity of choice,
with actors Mark Ruffalo and Danny DeVito claiming that the lack of
African-American nominees in the
major categories is due to the racism
of America as a whole. However, saying the Academy Awards represents
the taste of the general public can be
quickly disproven. All one has to do
is take a look at how Oscar winners
stack up against the highest grossing
films in America.
Since the new millennium, the most
popular film of the year has only won
Best Picture once (Lord of the Rings:
Return of the King in 2003). Only
twice in the past sixteen years has the
winning film even been in the top ten
grossing films of the year (Gladiator
in 2000 and Chicago in 2002). If you
look at the acting categories a worse
conclusion is reached. With four acting categories, the odds of an acting Oscar winner also being in most
popular film of the same year should
be rather high. Yet, out of the 64 possible opportunities in the past sixteen
years, Heath Ledger remains the sole
actor to both win an Oscar and star
in the top film of the year (thanks to
his performance as the Joker in The
Dark Knight for which he was posthumously awarded the Best Supporting Actor award).
Given the huge amount of data in-

dicating that the tastes of the Academy don’t reflect the tastes of the country in general, it seems a stretch to say
the lack of black nominees reflects a
racist attitude that exists in Americans
at large.
However, if you really want to
make a fuss out of the Oscar disparity, I’d invite you to take a look at one
very telling statistic. While it is true
that there are no black nominees in the
major categories this year, any statistician, or even a student in a basic
statistics course, can tell you that you
can’t simply use one year as proof of
a trend. If you do, yes, the Academy
looks racist. However, take a look
at the awards since 2000. AfricanAmerican actors and actresses won
nine Oscars, 13.2% of wins overall
(and that’s including this year). Now,
look at the percentage of the American population made up by AfricanAmericans according to U.S. census
estimates for 2015: 13.2%. Guess the
#OscarsSoWhite activists need to rethink their hash tag. CR.

FEATURED ARTICLE
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The Left’s Obsession With Race
FRANK PRAY
Junior
Political Science & Public
Policy
Charlotte, NC

Insidious. This is the only word
that wholly and correctly describes
the modern American Left’s absolute obsession with race. Whether
it be near-daily claims that every
shooting involving a law enforcement officer and a minority American was motivated by systemic
racism or calls for safe spaces and
bans on free speech on college
campuses, American liberalism has
neared a point where it cannot have
a conversation without somehow
relating it to race. In the not-sodistant past, there were true intellectuals holding up the ideology
of liberalism and great statesmen,
who genuinely loved our nation,
transforming their liberal values
into effective policy. Today, that
past seems long ago. Half-rate
professors now shell out the same
liberal talking points that nearly
all of their colleagues believe, and
modern politicians in the Democratic Party use race as a dividing
force to silence any diversity of
thought, keeping huge chunks of
the population in the fold.
The modern Left has reached
the point where it is bereft of new
ideas, openly hostile to diversity
of thought, and stringent in its enforcement of what its adherents
must believe. While this totalitarian obsession with race is already
insidious in the larger movement as
a whole, it is at its worst in our nation’s institutions of higher learning. If you visit any school, barring
perhaps Liberty University, you
will find hourly reminders of this
obsession the left has so ferociously developed.
Take, for example, the University of Missouri, where controversy of the racial sort has recently erupted. To be fair, there
have been some isolated instances
10
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Division and Deceit in America
of real racism at Mizzou in recent
years. In 2010, two white students
scattered cotton balls outside of the
Black Culture Center. Administrators immediately took disciplinary action and publicly stated they
were treating the incident as a racist attack on fellow students, not
as a simple prank. Fast forward to
September 12th, 2015, and another
incident of real racism arises. Two
people yelled racial slurs at Student Body President Payton Head
from the back of a pickup truck.
Again, administrators immediately
condemned the action; in a statement released on September 17th,
the administrators said they would
take disciplinary measures against
anyone they found to be involved.
So, one would assume the problem
to be solved, right?
Wrong. Instead of understanding
that we can never truly eradicate
racism and hatred from every single heart or praising the University’s actions to discourage such behavior, Leftist students on campus,
with help from some of their more
radical professors, saw an opportunity to put themselves on the news
and stick it to the proverbial ‘man.’
Claims were made that racism was
structural, widespread, and growing on campus and the University
was doing nothing to discourage
it. They began protesting in large
numbers, blocking classrooms,
preventing other students from
moving freely across campus, and
acting in a very threatening manner toward anyone who did not immediately accept their version of
events as the truth.
Moving on to October: a white
student interrupted an event held
by the Legion of Black Collegians
and yelled racial slurs when asked
to leave. Again, the Chancellor im-

mediately issued a statement condemning their actions and asking
all members of the campus to come
together to stop racism. Four days
later, in an even bolder move, he
ordered that all students and faculty undergo mandatory diversity
and inclusion training in the spring
semester. Yet again, this was not
enough. Jonathan Butler, one of the
leaders of the newly formed Concerned Student 1950 racial protest
group, immediately condemned
the Chancellor, claiming that he
excluded Black voices and did not
go far enough. Butler was angry,
and there were white people that
needed to pay.
A few days later, during the
school’s annual homecoming parade, protesters from the Concerned Student 1950 group, including Jonathan Butler, blocked
the street in front of University of
Missouri President Tim Wolfe’s car
and started threateningly walking
towards it. Video showed President
Wolfe’s car backing up, but Butler ran up to it and jumped on the
hood. He then proceeded to claim
to be hit by the car, with Student
Body President Head claiming
Wolfe was laughing and mocking
the protesters. Wolfe later went so
far as to apologize, but it was too
late: Butler demanded his immediate resignation or termination, and
the protesters continued to throw a
fit.
Continuing with their outrageous behavior, protesting students
issued a list of demands, including
curriculum changes such as courses written and overseen by the
students themselves. After administrators could find no evidence to
the contrary, it is likely that one of
the protesters drew a swastika on
the wall of a campus bathroom to

gain further attention and support.
Despite this, President Tim Wolfe
and other administrators continued
to apologize and appease these students, saying that the incident was
a clear example of white supremacist attitudes at Mizzou, although
evidence for this claim was lacking.
In early November, Jonathan
Butler launched a hunger strike,
pledging he would not eat until
Tim Wolfe resigned or was fired.
Members of the football team
joined his side by pledging not to
play or practice until Wolfe stepped
down, and protesting students began boycotting classes and blocking entrances to buildings for other
students. They took no note of the
fact that President Wolfe continued
to apologize and appease profusely.
Before long, the protesters got
what they wished. President
Wolfe and the school’s Chancellor both resigned. Yet, rather than
being overjoyed with their success
and attempting to heal the divide
that they caused, they continued
with their extremist behavior. After
gathering at the heart of campus for
a celebratory protest, a student reporter covering the event, Tim Tai,
was assaulted and pushed around
after Professor Melissa Click of the
school’s Mass Media Department,
shouted, “I need some muscle” to
forcibly bar him from reporting on
the protest.
This all begs the question: what
is the actual end goal of the Left?
When will they be happy? To what
extent must all of America go to finally appease their demands? The
answer, as observed from this case,
is a scary one.
The Left wants complete acceptance and validation of all claims
of racism in modern America. Any
time a minority claims to feel unsafe, uncomfortable, or oppressed
in any way, the Left demands
that individual’s feelings be given
precedence over everything else,
including the First and Second
Amendment rights of other citizens. Their treatment of Tim Tai at

Mizzou, combined with countless
other examples of BLM protesters
harassing media and bystanders,
lends ample evidence to these demands.
In addition, dissent—in any degree—will not be tolerated. Now,
fully disagreeing is not the only
‘thought crime,’ but merely not
agreeing enough is considered one
as well. The protesting students at
Mizzou didn’t want a President and
Chancellor who dismissed their
concerns to be fired. They wanted
a President and Chancellor who
accepted their concerns, validated
their claims, apologized, and appeased them at every single step
fired, because these individuals did
not sound ardent enough in their
support of complete racial and social transformation.

“We must not silence those with
which we disagree,
but engage with
them.”

The punishment for failing to
meet the totalitarian and radical
demands of the Left is simple:
complete social, political, and economic isolation. If you are not enthusiastic enough for their cause,
they don’t simply wish to debate
your ideas, they wish to destroy
you as a person, to ruin your livelihood, your finances, and your social status.
For a quick reference of other
movements that have used such totalitarian tactics in the past, we can
look back to Lenin and Stalin in the
Soviet Union. After sending dissidents and men who disagreed with
them to death—or worse, the Gulags—they began oppressing those
who simply were not enthusiastic
enough, in their opinion, about the
revolution. Black Lives Matter is
using textbook totalitarian tactics,
and no one in the mainstream media is batting an eye.
Black Lives Matter, and the
larger American Left supporting,

or at least appeasing them, are pitting American against American:
dividing the nation, as they divided Mizzou, along racial lines. By
doing this, they paint our political
landscape as ‘us against them,’ our
problems as black against white.
This allows them to claim that anyone who disagrees with them in
any way is not just different, but
evil. Their method is richly ironic,
considering that their totalitarian
tactics are diametrically opposed to
the ideals enshrined in our Constitution, in Natural Law, and in every
democratic form of government in
history.
As evidenced by Mizzou, or
from the media attention garnered
in Ferguson, New York, Los Angeles, and even right here in Chapel Hill, their tactics are effective
at creating disruption, divide, and
anger. What is harder to see is that
they are the most ineffective tactics
possible at actually solving any of
the real problems underlying their
complaints. To solve the real problems of over-criminalization, of
drug laws’ disproportionate effects
on Black communities, of poorly
performing, predominantly minority schools, of young Black men unable to find good jobs, we must use
tactics that unite Americans together. As Senator Marco Rubio said,
we need to focus less on the Black,
Latino, Hispanic, Native, Italian,
Irish, and German prefixes, and focus more on that second word that
describes who we are: American.
If we truly want to move forward
as a nation, one nation, we must
embrace the tactics and ideas that
originally united a fractured people
following the Revolutionary War
and, again, brought them together
after a bloody Civil War: the principles of freedom of speech, the
exchange and competition of ideas,
honest debate, and democratic
governance. We must not silence
those with which we disagree, but
engage with them. That is the way
forward, the way to put race divisions behind us, the American way.
CR.
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Fisher v. University of Texas
JAKE RIGGS
Junior
Economics, Political Science
Charlotte, NC
jaketriggs@gmail.com

B

efore we begin this discussion on affirmative action,
it is important to note that this
article does not serve as an argument that universities should do
anything to hinder the entrance
of minority students. Diversity is
absolutely a positive attribute for
any institution and our university
should remain open to students of
every race and background. Any
program barring any student from
campus because of the color of
their skin represents a horrendous
and disgusting abuse of authority. I only say this because some
people assume that any disapproval of affirmative action automatically means its critics seek
to ban minorities. I have heard
these assumptions spouted time
and time again, so I want to make
my intentions obvious. The only
question this article truly seeks to
address is whether giving minority
students preference over white students, with identical applications,
represents an ethical or effective
solution.
First of all, we should acknowledge what affirmative
action actually does. Affirmative action programs no longer
represent a quota system, where
a university must contain certain percentages of certain races.
Thankfully, the courts abolished
this system years ago. Additionally, affirmative action does not
actually result in a huge advantage
for minority students over white
students. Race represents a rela12
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A 21st Century Examination of
Affirmitive Action

tively small factor in the admission process of most universities
because years of litigation have
resulted in most considerations of
race being ruled unconstitutional.
Having a black applicant take the
spot of a white applicant ONLY
because of race does not occur
often.
Despite its rarity, this scenario
can happen. Currently, there
is an ongoing Supreme Court case
which holds the potential to have
a significant impact on affirmative action programs at universities. Fisher v. University of Texas
revolves around the University denying admission to Abigail Fisher.
Fisher, who is white, claims that
the denial of her application
resulted from affirmative action
policies that put her at a disadvantage when compared to members
of racial minorities. Fisher then
sued the University for violating
the 14th Amendment because she
argued that the University failed to
give her equal protection under the
laws. Effectively, she may have
faced rejection solely because of
the color of her skin. Even though
this situation does not happen often, I find it appalling that it happens at all. Yet, its negative impact
on white students is not the worst
part of affirmative action.
My father once told me a story
about his days at the University of Virginia. While attending
college, my father met a black
student recruited by Virginia as

early as his freshman year of high
school, and not because of athletics. This, combined with the fact
that the student did not live in the
state, meant that my father briefly
assumed that this man must possess incredible intelligence in
order to have such a good school
spend so much effort recruiting
him. Despite this, the student had
to drop out after his freshman year
because he simply couldn’t handle
the academics. As it turns out,
UVA only recruited him because
the school had come under pressure to raise its minority student
population. The school knew
that this student could not handle
the academics, but had accepted
him anyway simply to raise its
numbers. This story serves as an
example of how schools can use
minority students to fulfill quotas
while actually leaving minority
students at a disadvantage. During
the oral arguments for Fisher v.
University of Texas, Justice Scalia
commented that, based on the evidence presented to him, he feared
that affirmative action programs
might actually hurt some minority students by putting them on a
track that some cannot handle (1).
Justice Scalia, however, does not
stand alone.
Today, a growing number
of people believe that these
programs often end up doing more
harm than good to the people
that they intend to help. Minority
students drop out of college at a
higher rate than white students,
who have likely attended more

advanced, higher-ranking schools.
At the University of Texas (the
school currently involved in the
lawsuit), white students scored in
the 89th percentile on their SATs,
while black students scored in the
52nd percentile. This difference
represents an enormous disparity
and can often lead to the derailment of black students’ academic
careers because they quickly fall
behind their classmates (2). Minority students as a whole could
actually benefit from less affirmative action because higher minority attendance rates at slightly less
competitive schools may increase
overall graduation rates, the first
step towards helping large segments of American minorities to
lift themselves out of poverty.
Going to Harvard and then dropping out does not represent the
best use of any student’s time.
On the Supreme Court,
Justice Scalia does not even
represent affirmative action’s biggest opponent. Justice Thomas,
the only black member of the
Supreme Court, ironically remains
the strongest voice against affirmative action, believing that it
cheapens the education of minority students (3). Justice Thomas
considers his Yale law school
degree essentially worthless to
him because of how he feels the
racial undertones of the degree
have tainted his otherwise very
successful career. Morally, Justice
Thomas holds affirmative action in
the same category as segregation
and slavery because of its negative effects and repercussions for
minority students (3).
Affirmitive Action is driven by
the idea that minorities continue to be disadvantaged more than
whites. Of course, things such as
generational poverty definitely
exist and can prove quite difficult
to escape. Yet, when looking at the
data, only a very small percentage
of Americans whose parents were
impoverished actually remain in
poverty throughout their lives.
Generational poverty simply is not

as large of a problem as the Left
makes it out to be. In addition,
white Americans who come from
an immensely disadvantaged background full of generational poverty and few opportunities actually
exist in vastly larger numbers,
nearing twenty five million people,
compared to the roughly ten and
a half million African-Americans
living in poverty. Of course, the
rates of poverty among minorities remains higher, but this does
not mean that we should consider
racially-based programs the best
solution an economic problem,
especially when little to no evidence exists that actually proves
that being a minority causes
poverty. As any good statistician
will tell you, the existence of a
correlation between poverty and
race does not equate to race being
a causal factor of poverty. With
our current programs, we pretend
that rich minorities and poor white
students simply don’t exist and,
when a privileged black person
and a disadvantaged white person
both apply to a school, affirmative action mandates that we give
the advantage to the black person.
Michael Jordan’s net worth hovers just over one billion dollars.
His children do not need any
advantage in getting into college.
In fact, they have grown up with
more advantages than nearly anyone else on the planet. However,
they still get a bonus from affirmative action programs while a white
person who has grown up below
the poverty line gets little in comparison. Why do we target race to
influence economics? We literally
give advantages to some people
who don’t need them, and we
withhold them from many people
that do. I am perfectly willing to
accept that many individuals need
assistance because they did not
have the same opportunities that
others have had, but the color of
one’s skin should not act as means
of solving an economically-based
problem. By being blind to all
except color, champions of affirmative action are blinding themselves, morphing into the ‘racists’

that they claim to despise. Let’s
help people get into college by
focusing on economics instead.
When Affirmitive action
policies become sex based,
advocates aren’t as friendly. Although women vastly outnumber
men at nearly all colleges, showing preference towards women
remains a perfectly acceptable
practice in the admission process.
If we ever reached a point where
white students became vastly
under-represented on university
campuses, would we show preference towards them? If affirmative
action truly represents an attempt
at making colleges represent the
population then we should, without question, give these hypothetical white students an advantage.
However, we already know that
nobody lifts a finger to bring up
the number of men. Therefore, I
highly doubt that white students
would experience different treatment. If we claim to strive for
equality, we must truly understand
the definition of equality, subtracted from prejudices on either side,
and eliminate admittedly racist
and outdated policies such as affirmative action.
It is illogical to support a
program that no one justly
benefits from. Neither white nor
minority students truly benefit by
allowing affirmative action to continue. No matter how the Supreme
Court rules in Fisher v. University
of Texas, I think that the country
could benefit from an elimination
of anything that judges the worth
of a person by the color of their
skin instead of the content of their
character. CR.
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Conservative Does Not Equal Racist
GRACE TIMOTHY
Junior
Journalism, Advertising
Cary, NC
gmtimoth@live.unc.edu

R

acial tensions have always
been present, and despite
our progress, our country still
has a long way to go before we
are united and the color of our
skin does not play a factor into
our perceptions of each other. It
is an uphill climb to achieve this
goal, but the manner in which we
go about solving the problem is
crucial. Race is not just black and
white. Race relations deal with interactions between people of every race. The ideal goal
is to live in a country,
maybe one day a world,
where all cultures and
races are fully embraced.

It’s Time to Stop The Lies

help minorities, yet does not act
upon them becasue they want to
keep race as an issue to woo voters to their cause.
The right is usually looked
upon hatefully because they
do not emphasize race relations in
the accusatory fashion that rallies
much of the minority vote. Conservative politicians do want to
help minorities. We conservatives
believe our economic policies

is always correct in our method of
addressing race, because there are
several issues surrounding race
that must be confronted head on;
however, it is unfair to entirely
accuse conservatives of racism,
of which they are continuously
and falsely accused. Even race is
not a ‘hot topic’ in many Republican platforms, the policies suggested would benefit all social
classes and create local jobs to
decrease unemployment rates of
minorities. Specifically,
in 2008, the Republican
platform stated that the
party strongly opposes
discrimination of any
kind and even rejects the
idea of reverse racism.
The Republicans center
their platforms around
creating opportunity for
better lives, not freely
giving out temporary solutions like welfare and
entitlements.

“It has become clear
that the Left proposes
these policy changes,
stating they will help
minorities, yet does
not act upon them
because they want to
keep race as an issue
to woo voters to their
cause.”

Currently, the topic
of race relations is
a major point of division between the two
main political parties.
The Democrats handle
this issue by blatantly
stating the problems and
ensuring that they have
the policies and answers
to fix the discrimination
of minorities. Even under a Democratic President for the past eight
years, racial tensions are higher
than ever, which makes me question the logic, tactics, and rhetoric of the party. Are they all talk
and no game? Can they actually
implement change, or are they
pretending they have the power
to make a change in order to get
the minority vote? It has become
clear that the Left proposes these
policy changes, stating they will
14
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will help everyone. We want to
put racial tensions in the past and
move along with developing and
solving other issues our nation
faces. It’s not so much that we
don’t want to talk about race as it
is that we understand that we must
stop viewing society as racialized
if we ever wish to truly move past
race as a dividing factor. It would
be ignorant to say that the Right

Despite a greater
recognition of recent
racial tension, it is hard
to see any major positive changes that have
occurred recently toward a more
accepting culture. The Left has
continuously raised their voices
on the issue, yet they’ve accomplished literally nothing in terms
of actually addressing the problem. Furthermore, it seems that
everything has turned into a race
issue, and the reactions to these
conflicts are polarized. The Left
screams “race issue” for any in-

terracial conflict that causes a stir,
and the Right sees it as a conflict
between two people that should be
examined before claims of racism
are made. This is not to say conservatives are always correct. We
may look past the race of those
involved and see simply a conflict
between two people; however,
there is always a chance that in
some cases we are overlooking
some inequality or discrimination in the matter. The
Left’s perception of a similar situation could wrongly
create racial tensions by acknowledging a dispute to be
the cause of racism, when
in reality, racism had no effect on the matter. Both extremes are not positive, but
the Left’s extreme leads to
heightened tensions and increased
hatred in every single instance.
It does nothing to solve a problem or bring Americans together.
While race certainly may play
a factor in some cases, it is important to examine each case for
the facts it alone holds before determining if race played a factor.
Letting cooler heads prevail will
keep the public calm, will prevent
increased hatred, and will lend it-

self to the cause of delivering justice in the end.

because that means improving the
lives of their own families (which
may be shocking to those who
This year’s Republican candi- enjoy stereotyping Republicans
dates for the 2016 presidential so much). They simply have difrace are a truly diverse group, es- ferent ideas about what policies
pecially compared to the Demo- will actually improve the lives
cratic candidates. Even with a of minorities in America, but just
base that is historically white, Re- because these ideas do not align
publican minority candidates are with Democratic principles does
still being highly favored. Argu- not mean they are racist.

Both parties think their
“Stop with political
policies are the answer to
helping minorities. However,
pandering and start regardless of political affiliation, the unification of races
the acceptance of diversity
implementing real and
within a nation should be something that all societies strive to
solutions!”
reach. If we do not figure out
ably, the top four candidates are
two Hispanic Senators, a white
businessman, and a black neurosurgeon. There is even a strong
chance for a minority-minority
ticket, with a Senator like Marco
Rubio at the head and a Hispanic
Governor like Suzanna Martinez in the Vice Presidential slot.
These minority figures do want to
improve the lives of minorities,
even though they are Republican,

how to positively embrace all
races and change the mindset of
those who are truly racist, our
nation will be one of hatred and
division, and above all, we need
to stop pitting our citizens against
each other. In 2016, it’s time to
stop with the political pandering,
and start implementing real solutions! CR.
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Against Black History Month
NATHAN COLE
Senior
History
Wake Forest, NC

Inclusion is Better
Than Segregation

nrcole@live.unc.edu

DISCLAIMER: I use the
adjective “black” to refer to the
race of the people of color mentioned in this article, since you
know, it’s Black History Month,
not “Persons of Color Month.”
In elementary school, I remember learning about the
great black inventors and
scientists of American
history, as well as the
brave men and women
who led the Civil Rights
Movement. Every February, we would talk about
how Booker T. Washington started the Tuskegee Institute, one of
our nation’s historically
black colleges, and the very same
campus that produced the famous
Tuskegee Airmen of WWII fame.
We learned about Rosa Parks
standing up by sitting down on
that Montgomery bus during
the 1950s, and about the brave
Greensboro students who staged
sit-ins in 1960.

achievements to a single month?
This idea of segregating black
inventors, civil rights leaders,
or other civil rights leaders in
American history to the month
of February is saddening. It’s
essentially saying, “Oh, for the

“Why do we feel it necessary to restrict these
amazing people and
their achievements to a
single month?”

I began to ask myself later
on in school: why do we have
to designate only one month
for Black History? Why can’t
we learn about Garrett Morgan
and Otis Boykin alongside other
American inventors like Thomas
Edison? To restrict the amazing accomplishments of black
Americans to one month is unfair
to those people who contributed
so much to our society. Why do
we feel it is necessary to restrict
these amazing people and their
16
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other eleven months of the year,
we’ll focus on ‘actual history,’
and y’all can have your little
month right here, is that okay?”
This attitude is condescending at
best and flat-out discriminatory
at worst. It essentially espouses
the idea of “separate but equal,”
the very same ideal that drove
Jim Crow and segregation in
America during the 20th century.
Other American minorities also
have their months, but they’re
not nearly as touted. I believe
this is because the achievements
of the people of those ethnic
groups in America have been
integrated into our history and
included appropriately. Cesar
Chavez, the Nisei of World War
II, Albert Einstein, these have all
been included in the discussions
surrounding the times in which
these people lived and achieved

greatness. Why not do the same
for black Americans?
Inclusion, not segregation,
was what Martin Luther King Jr.
fought for. I have seen a marked
increase of the attitude espousing
separation and division between
blacks and whites, rather than
integration and inclusion. Combined with the growing demand
for “safe spaces,” how long
is it until we start asking for
race-specific “safe spaces?” or
even “race-specific” dorms?
While the ScHOLA²RS living
community at the University
of Connecticut is not purely a
race-segregated dorm, it comes
dangerously close to being one.
There is no reason to separate
people merely based on their
race, an act that perpetuates the
idea of “separate but equal.” As
we know from history, separate
but equal never means what it
says. Black History Month only
segregates the history of deserving Americans, rather than
equitizing their achievements
alongside the achievements of all
Americans. Thus, every month
should be Black History Month,
only Black History should be
synonymous with American History, because that is what we all
are – Americans – no matter what
the color of our skin. CR.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“Toure, I’ve seen hate up close. I know what it looks like.
I’ve felt its hands on my skin, seen the look in its eyes, felt
the burn of its words. It is deliberate and it is real. Racism
is not disliking our black President because of his socialist leanings. Racism is the scar I carried near my lip for
decades after one particularly harsh punch in the mouth
from a kid screaming ‘N*GGER!’ at me while swinging
away. Racism is that guy in the diner, the hoses and dogs
turned on folks from my grandparents’ generation just
looking to drink at a decent water fountain. When you accuse a person of racism, THAT is the legacy of hate you
are laying at their feet. It’s every bit as heinous as accusing someone of being a child molester arbitrarily. When
you accuse Mitt Romney and other conservatives like me
of being racist based on no other proof besides the fact
that we vehemently disagree with this President and his
policies, you dilute the history and experiences of people
like me. You cheapen that word – n*gger. You rob it of
its true horror – a horror we should never forget or take
for granted. Not only that, Toure; but you cheapen yourself. You make it clear to blacks like me that you, indeed
have no clue in hell what real racism is or where it can be
found.”
-- Kira Davis, Black Conservative Writer and Activist
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A Carolina Conservative Abroad
ANA GABRIELA DELGADO
Sophomore
Political Science, Peace, War, &
Defense
Charlotte, NC

I have been studying abroad
in Berlin, Germany for roughly
three weeks and have already
been presented with a question
that I cannot get out of my head
-what is the proper way to interpret the Cold War?
Berlin has been amazing thus
far. I have touched the Wall, I
have toured a Stasi prison, and I
have tasted fantastic beer (these
are all exciting to conservatives,
right?). I have learned about European legal traditions, the European Union, the importance of a
global economy, and how to say,
“Where is the nearest metro?” in
German. I have learned that 25°F
constitutes a “beautiful day” and
that maybe, just maybe, North
Carolinians fear snow too much.
I have learned that sometimes a
professor’s job is not to shove
beliefs, but to start a conversation within a student’s head…

18
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Did The Cold War Ever End?

I have the pleasure to be taking
Dr. Dirk Verheyen’s class regarding Integration, Conflict, and Security in Europe at Freie Universitat Berlin. As we commenced
the course, we naturally talked
about history in Europe. I almost
started yawning when he mentioned the Cold War because I
felt like I knew so much already.
I had my facts memorized and
my ideas formed before I even
sat down, like a lot of people (including a lot of you reading this)
probably do.
However, I quickly realized
that it is true what they say: the
intelligence of a man can be
measured by his ability to admit
he does not know everything. Dr.
Verheyen told us there were four
popular, varying explanations/
interpretations of the Cold War.
I want to present Carolina Review’s readers with all four and
let them have the intrinsic discus-

sion that I have allowed myself
to have:
First, there is a civilizational
interpretation to the Cold War.
Essentially, this identifies the
Cold War as an episode in an
ongoing contrast between Western and Eastern civilizations.
De Tocqueville’s Democracy in
America can be used to argue
that this gap was present long
before the Cold War. Scholars
supporting this interpretation argue that the policies and actions
of Vladimir Putin versus those of
the United States prove that this
contrast is certainly continuing,
which begs the question: did the
Cold War ever really end?
A second explanation arises
from the ideological interpretation of the War. This position
asserts that the Cold War was a
battle between Marxism/communism and Western Classical

Liberalism. If this explanation
is explored, one sees that ideological struggles of that nature
happened before the Cold War.
Scholars argue that the starting
point was with Wilson versus
Lenin in 1917. Throughout the
twentieth century, there was a
triangular struggle of ideologies
in Europe between fascism, communism, and liberalism, which
lends support to this second
theory. The suggestion that the
end of this ideological struggle
will come with the end of communism again begs the question:
did the Cold War ever really end?
Another proposal we looked at
was the economic interpretation
of the Cold War. This belief is
marked by the clash between capitalism and communism. These
models are competing strategies
of development that have influenced beliefs over the role of the
state in economic affairs?. The
interpretation roots back to Wilson, suggesting an earlier start
than the War. Capitalism began
before Wilson, does she mean the
struggle dates back to a certain
time during that period? Both
of the economic models have

their roots deep in the Enlightenment (liberty versus absolute
equality). If this interpretation
can be applied to the Cold War,
to Maoist communism versus
that of the Soviets (But both are
communist), and even to modern
American politics (Republican
capitalist ideals as opposed to
Democratic socialism), then did
the Cold War ever really end?
The fourth and final suggestion
we were offered was the realist
interpretation of the Cold War.
Essentially, this theory states that
the Cold War, and most wars,
resulted from power politics.
Using this framework, scholars
state that Europe was seen as a
“prize” to be won. If struggles
of the ideological and economic
spectrum are products of power
politics, and human desire for
power cannot be stopped, the
question is no longer whether or
not the Cold War ever ended, but
if it ever will.

to keep an open mind in this
ever-changing world and allow
themselves to leave their comfort
zones of thought - whether they
are staunch Republicans or uberliberal Democrats.
This generation has a massive responsibility regarding the
political outlook of not just the
United States, but also the world.
Do the future a favor and have
these types of conversations with
yourselves, like-minded people,
and total opposites. Debate. Argue. Take a break. Study abroad.
Enjoy a schnitzel. Debate. Graduate. And debate again.
Because those who do not
know or understand history are
doomed to repeat it. CR.

I find it incredibly refreshing
to be in a course where students
are presented ideas and not set
answers, so that is what I would
like to do here. I urge my peers
FOREIGN COVERAGE
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